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**Chart Notes:**


SIMHA LAGNA MUHURTA[STRONG]. Me DASA RUNNING.

Excellent Spiritual Navamsha DC, favorable for spiritual communication[Gemini Asdt].

The Decante or D3 DC shows a Sagittarius Asdt, good.

The Pancasamsha or the D5 DC, is Extrordinary, because a highly spiritual Ju Blesses the Asdty Lord Sa, the Asdt H, the Su too and the IXH Lord Ve.

The Navamsha or the D9 DC is Extrordinary.

The Dasamsha or the D10 is also excellent.

The Ekadasamsha or the D11 is not so good, but one cannot have all things good in this world.

But even here note that the Planets in the XIH of the RC, influence the Asdt H of the D11 DC.

The Vimshamsha, which is an emotional DC[D20], corresponding to the VH, shows, a deb Ju Blessing the strong Asdty Lord Me, the strong Asdt H[Virgo] and the Mo even, which is placed exalted in the IXH of fortune. Ju also Blesses the XIH[the MTH of the Mo].

The D24 DC shows a Cancer Asdt, where Ju Blesses the Mo, the Su and the Asdt Lord Mo is well placed, but Deb in the VH.

The Ashtamsha or the D8 DC, which deals with Mysticism and longevity of life shows a Pisces Asdt, Blessed by a good Ju, which also Blesses the Mo. Ma also Blesses the Asdt H.

Ve is Blessed by two FBs, Ju and Ma, and one FM, Sa.

The D4 DC is profound, Scorpio Asdt, with Ju Blessing The Asdt H, the Su, Sa, Me, So, this is a spiritual D4 DC.

ANOTHER MUHURTA[MUHURTA1], SAME DAY, 8:32AM, WHEN THE NAVAMSHA, PANCHAMSHA, TURYAMSHA, DECANTE, DASAMSHA, EKADASAMSHA, CHATUVIMSHAMSHA, ARE GOOD.

MUHURTA1 IS GOOD FOR COMMUNICATION VENTURES, FOR AUTHORS.